
Finally! After more than two years of a trade fair stop due to the pandemic, we 
were all the more pleased to be able to welcome our guests in person again at this 
year's Techtextil in Frankfurt. Our sustainable organic innovations VOWA  Puria led

and the coffee-based automotive imitation leather “coffee inside” were of 
particular interest and attracted a never-ending stream of visitors to our stand. 
With a share of more than 50 % of renewable raw materials, both innovations 
score in terms of resource conservation, while maintaining the same properties. 
VOWA  Puria with its classy and unobtrusive linen look is particularly suitable led

for the classic upholstery sector. The innovation project “coffee inside” in 
cooperation with the Volkswagen Group and the Technical University of 
Chemnitz, meets the special requirements for cover materials in automotive 
interiors. Both novelties are 100% vegan and the raw materials used are not part 
of the food chain. For more information, please contact our sales team, we are 
looking forward to your               !

PERI - 16 brand new colours!
The vivid and expressive colours of nature have inspired mankind since time immemorial. For the 
extension of our stock collection VOWA  Peri, we too have been inspired by the fascinating interplay of led

natural colours. The result was 16 new and modern colours that usefully complement the collection. Peri 
is a universal synthetic leather for upholstery, which is particularly suitable for the medical couch area 
due to its biocompatibility. Moreover, Peri is phthalate-free, vegan and consists of 10% renewable raw 
materials! 
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Please keep in mind our summer vacation from August 08, 2022  to August 19, 2022!

News on Techtextil 2022...

ORGANIC- Innovations

Naturally inspired...

VOWALON - informs
News about the gas supply...

cases by means of an emergency plan. For the production of artificial leather and coatings, natural gas is absolutely 
necessary as a primary energy source in addition to electricity. Short-term substitution of natural gas has been 
extensively evaluated, but is not possible. In the current second escalation stage of the Gas Emergency Plan, we 
assume that gas supplies and current price conditions are still secured for the time being. Should this situation 
change, we will inform you immediately.

Rising prices on the energy market and the threat of a gas 
shortage continue to keep us very busy. In view of the existing 
uncertainties in gas supply, we are also preparing for extreme

coffee insideVOWA  Purialed

inquiry

Find out more... 

https://www.facebook.com/vowalon/
https://twitter.com/vowalon
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